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SNOLAB is located on the traditional territory of the Robinson-Huron Treaty of 1850, 

shared by the Indigenous people of the surrounding Atikameksheng Anishnawbek First 

Nation as part of the larger Anishinabek Nation.

We acknowledge those who came before us and honour those who are the caretakers of 

the land and the waters. 

Land Acknowledgment



SNOLAB

SNOLAB hosts rare event searches and measurements. It’s 

located 2 km underground in the active Vale Creighton nickel 

mine near Sudbury, Ontario, Canada. 

SNOLAB is operated jointly by University of Alberta, 

Carleton University, Laurentian University, University of 

Montreal, and Queen’s University

SNOLAB operations are funded by the Province of Ontario, 

and the Canada Foundation for Innovation
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2 kilometers below the surface

5000 m2 of class 2000 cleanroom underground. 

<2000 particles >0.5 μm in diameter per ft3

”A Day at SNOLAB” on YouTube

SNOLAB layout
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Ladder Labs

CUTE



SNOLAB Advantage

• 2 km shield

• SNOLAB has the lowest muon fluxes available

• Clean room throughout the underground facility

• Dirt is high in radioactivity to us

• Growing community of users
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Guo et al., arXiv:2007.15925v2



• Infrastructure at SNOLAB to measure 

low temperature (10 mK) devices in a 

low radiation environment

• Transitioning to a user facility at SNOLAB
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Facility Overview

• Layered radiation shielding

• Water, Low background lead, internal lead

• Radioactive sources

• Vibration isolation

• Clean room

• Capable of supporting up to 20 kg payloads
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CUTE Status
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CUTE Performance
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• 10 mK base temperature, 14 mK

with current payload

• 1 week turnaround

•3 days warmup

•1-2 days to open and modify

•3.5 days cooldown
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• Cryocooler cold head can be mechanically 

decoupled from dilution unit

• With pulse tube cryocooler (PT) decoupled,

minimal impact from vibrations on detector

performance at this level

CUTE Performance



CUTE Performance
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• ~7 counts/keV/kg/day in the 

analysis range 10-100 keV

• Low energy excess due to

cosmogenic activation

• Including 600g Ge detector in 

payload is helpful for

monitoring of components
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Near Term Program

• SuperCDMS and the CUTE facility have been the 

only users

• SuperCDMS will use CUTE to test towers as they 

arrive at SNOLAB over the next year

• The Collaboration intends to operate smaller 

detectors for development and potential science

• CUTE team is optimizing performance and 

upgrading the capability
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SuperCDMS sensitivity goal in final cryostat

(not in CUTE)



Long Term Program

• Moving to a proposal driven model with community oversight

• Expert committee reviews proposals makes recommendations

• CUTE management negotiates terms

• Users and CUTE team work to implement

• Already looking for opportunities for small parasitic R&D efforts

• Light dark matter R&D

• Low temperature device performance in low radiation environments

• i.e. impact of radiation on quantum technologies
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Conclusions

• CUTE is a cryogenic test facility operating at 10 mK underground at SNOLAB

• CUTE is well shielded from natural ionizing radiation

• Plan to start accepting proposals in 2022

• Parasitic experiments already considered

• Get in contact to discuss ideas or questions
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Questions?

Discussion



SNOLAB Science

The science at SNOLAB is currently focused on fundamental particle physics. Primarily 

looking at further investigating the nature of matter. Specifically:

• What is the nature of dark matter?

• What is the nature of neutrinos?

SNOLAB is interested in collaborating on any scientific research that requires deep 

underground facilities. For example:

• Neutrino observatories (solar, supernovae, geo, reactor, etc.)

• Effects of radiation on biological systems

• Environmental monitoring (nuclear non-proliferation, aquifers, etc.)

• Effects of radiation on quantum technologies

2 km
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Light Dark Matter

• WIMP dark matter searches have not found a hypothesized ~100 

GeV/c2 particle interacting at the weak scale

• Theory has targeted smaller masses 0-10 GeV/c2
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Light Dark Matter

• WIMP dark matter searches have not found a 

hypothesized ~100 GeV/c2 particle interacting 

at the weak scale

• Theory has targeted smaller masses 0-10 

GeV/c2
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Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of High Energy Physics



Light Dark Matter

• WIMP dark matter searches have not found a hypothesized ~100 

GeV/c2 particle interacting at the weak scale

• Theory has targeted smaller masses 0-10 GeV/c2
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S. Kang, S. Scopel, G. Tomar, J-H Yoon, arXiv:1805.06113 



Rare Event Radiation Detection

• Long history of underground science exploring regimes of backgrounds orders 

of magnitude below unshielded surface lab levels
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Brodzinski, Reeves, Avignone, Miley, ”The impact of natural radioactivity in solder on 

low background experiements” NIM A254 (1987)



Ionizing Radiation Detection

• Most technologies are based on the ionization gap in materials

• Nuclear and particle physics were spawned from efforts to understand non-

thermal ionization processes

• Physicists have split the radiation in nature into “ionizing” and “non-ionizing” 

radiation at the eV scale

• Fundamental energy threshold limitation for light dark matter searches
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Limits of Rare Event Radiation 
Detection

• Most technologies are based on the ionization gap in materials

• Nuclear and particle physics were spawned from efforts to understand 

non-thermal ionization processes

• Physicists have split the radiation in nature into “ionizing” and “non-

ionizing” radiation at the eV scale

• Fundamental energy threshold limitation for light dark matter searches
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SuperCDMS Collaboration, PRL 121 (2018) 051301, arXiv:1804.10697



Superconducting Radiation 
Detection

• Counting quasiparticles in superconducting films offers interesting 

advantages due to the lower energy gap

• Nqp ~ 1000 Ne, so 

• Better energy resolution ~sqrt(N) (~30X better)

• Lower energy threshold ~N (~1000X lower)

• Allows exploration of a new radiation regime

• Spectrometers with range [1 meV, 1000s meV]

• Ideal for light dark matter searches

• Threshold potentially below the neutrino mass scale!
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Rare Event Radiation Detection

• Long history of underground science exploring regimes of backgrounds orders 

of magnitude below unshielded surface lab levels

• Expect history may repeat itself in this low energy regime

• Background prediction, understanding, and control
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Brodzinski, Reeves, Avignone, Miley, ”The impact of natural radioactivity in solder on 

low background experiements” NIM A254 (1987)



Known meV Backgrounds

• Photons

• Vibrations

• Everything…
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Quasiparticle Poisoning

• Non-thermal quasiparticles seem to be a limitation at low temperature 

• “In conclusion, … QP-induced loss can be responsible for a significant fraction of 

dissipation in state-of-the-art superconducting qubits. Additionally, we confirm 

that hot QPs with a highly-excited energy distribution are responsible for the 

residual excited-state population at low temperature in our samples.”

• Similar discussions in the literature back to (at least) 2002

• Studying and mitigating these quasiparticles will help both dark matter searches and 

superconducting electronics performance

• Could follow semiconductors and require industrial standards
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Serniak et al., PRL 121 (2018) 157701, arXiv:1803.00476



SNOLAB Future Projects Workshop, talk by L. Cardani (INFN), May 11, 2021



Partners 

_____
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Large Cavity Status

SNO Cavern

SNO+ beyond 2030 

Cryopit

Ton-scale 0vbb beyond 2030

pending community decisions

Cube Hall

DEAP-3600, PICO500, NEWS-G

potential for large project
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Small Cavity Status

Ladder Labs

PICO40, SBC, CUTE, SuperCDMS 

J-Drift

SENSEI, DAMIC, ton-scale 0vbb

Potential for Ar2D2, Oscura

Life Sciences Lab

REPAIR

Halo Stub

HALO

Potential breakthrough 

for future exapansion

Low Background Lab

HPGe assay/screening, XRF, Radon Boards, FLAME

Future XIA, CTBT Dual HPGe
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Capability Development

• Cryogenics are in many experiments. The lab plans to 

target this area for development of expertise.

• Radon is a fact of life underground, and a critical 

background concern for most current experiments. 

The lab plans to target this area for development of 

capability and expertise.

• The project management office is approaching full 

staffing, accelerating scientific excellence.

• Community levels of HPGe screening capacity appear 

sufficient for current and future use. No plans for 

development.

• The community has asked for an increased focus on 

lab environment monitoring, so we are developing 

capability in monitoring seismic activity, radon levels, 

dust levels, temperature, pressure, etc.

• Engineering support continues to develop expertise 

in requested disciplines including seismic modeling.



Expansion Concept

• Expansion study conceptual, phased design 

complete

• Estimated CAD $200M, 5 years

• No current path for funding, and would require 

demand from the research community

• Expect space to be constrained over the 2023-

2029 period, rotating experiments through 

existing floor space
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